II. Configuration Options cont.
C. Multiple Phones - WITH land line
(Decide which applies: 1 or 2)
1. Using 2-line phones Each 2-line phone answers both land line and cell
phone calls
a. After connecting the DNT to the wall jack (using
longer enclosed RJ-11 cord) and to your 2-line phone
(using shorter cord), press the
2-line phone
bell button on the DNT. The
DNT should ring all the phones
that are connected to line 2.

2. Using 1-line phones - You must choose for each 1-line
phone whether it will use cell phone service or land line
service, NOT both. By using line splitters, you can designate
individual telephones for cell phone service.
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b. Pick up the receiver of any
2-line phone connected to a wall jack in the home,
and press line 2. The DNT will produce a busy signal
until the cell phone is connected.
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If you will not have a land line phone
present where you want to connect
the DNT, connect the DNT (set to LP2)
directly into the wall jack.
Otherwise, use a line splitter to connect
the DNT (set to LP2), into the wall jack.
Connect the line cord from the DNT to
L1/L2 jack and connect the phone to
L2 jack of the splitter.
To provide cell service on various
phone extensions, connect each
phone to the L2 jack on a line splitter.

III. Cell Phone Connection (Decide which applies: A or B)
A. Connect with a Cable
1. Connect the cable to your cell phone data connector and to the DNT.
If the cable has a third plug,
it must be inserted into the
headset port on the cell phone.
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The green LED light should be solid if the
cell phone is connected properly.
2. Pick up the receiver. The DNT will produce a normal dial tone when connected properly.

B. Connect with a Bluetooth Module
1. Insert bluetooth module into the DNT.
Connect with
a Bluetooth
Module

2. Press and hold the bluetooth pairing button
until both LED lights begin flashing rapidly.

on the DNT

3. In your cell phone's settings,
choose bluetooth options.
Dock-N-Talk
Put your cell phone in seach/discover mode.
Select DNT pairing. Select the DNT as the device to pair.
When prompted, enter the pairing key or password 3774.
Wait until both green and blue LED lights are solid colors.
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4. Pick up the receiver. The DNT will produce a dial tone if the cell phone is docked correctly.

